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Practical 2: A statistical
analysis assistant for
conducting regression type
analyses
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2.1 Overview
In the first practical we introduced Stat-JR’s TREE interface and its workflow system. By the end of
the practical we had become familiar with blocks within a workflow that allow us to ask questions of
the user, to perform some statistical operations via Stat-JR’s template system, to output objects and
to use outputs from one operation as inputs for another operation.
In this second practical we will introduce further blocks that will allow us to influence the route
through a workflow, and also additional templates that contain some textual output conditional on
the results. As well as covering the workflow system in more detail, our parallel aim in this practical
is to think more about what people do when they want to fit models to a continuous response
variable when they have an independent sample from the population, i.e. we are focussing here on
linear modelling and the associated operations that go with it. As part of the eBook research grant
we would like to create an automated system (a statistical analysis assistant) that will take a user’s
dataset and by asking him/her questions perform an appropriate statistical analysis of it (or at least
offer the user useful help and guidance along the way). This practical will make a modest start in
building one; we’ll be some distance from achieving a generalisable statistical analysis assistant, but
it will facilitate discussion about some of the possibilities and challenges one might encounter when
trying to undertake such an endeavour, and it will also allow us to investigate further functionality in
the workflow system.

2.2 Questions and a histogram
We will begin by simply creating a workflow that asks for some inputs and produces one plot. We
have already encountered blocks that ask for a single and multiple variable input, and we will use
those again here, but also introduce a third question block which asks for a dataset. This block is
available from the Input menu, so either start up Stat-JR WF afresh or click on the Clear button to
clear the current workflow, and set up the workflow as follows (note that currently a working
dataset needs to be nominated at the outset before we can then reallocate it and hence we need
the two Select dataset blocks here):

Figure 1

So here we have constructed blocks which first ask the user which dataset they would like to use,
and then asks them to nominate their response and predictor variables of interest (assigning these
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to the variables resp and preds, respectively). We then plug in their response variable as the values
(vals) the Histogram template will plot (with 15 bins), and finally run the template and show the
graph (histogram.svg). You’ll notice that whilst we ask the user to nominate their predictor variables,
we don’t actually use these yet, but will do soon.
Save this workflow as prac2_2.xml and then Run it. In this example we are still using the tutorial
dataset but you may like to try a different dataset yourself. Here is an example of the output:

Figure 2

In this example we have chosen normexam as our response from the tutorial dataset (although
answers to the questions vanish from the results page once given, so we can’t see them here) and
hence a histogram of normexam is returned.

2.3 Introducing the “for-do” block
We also asked for predictor variables, so we can do something with those as well: for example let’s
plot the response against each of them in turn. Here we face a situation we haven’t previously
encountered in that there are (likely to be) multiple predictors, so we need to introduce a new block
which performs the same operation for each one. Such blocks are found in the Control list on the
left hand side, and in this example the for-do block is a good choice:
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Figure 3

The for-do block has slots for two attached blocks (or sets of blocks) – the uppermost slot (to the
right of “…list”) requires a list containing elements to loop through, whilst the other slot, beneath,
requires blocks defining what to do to each element of that list. The variable i will contain the value
from the list at each pass through the for loop, and so can be used as an index to reference within
the instructions.1
So what we want to do is to loop through the variables the user nominates as predictors, and for
each one plot it against the user-nominated response variable (we can use the XYPlot template we
used in the last practical), showing the relevant output (graph) for each. Have a go at doing this
yourself, and then compare it to our worked example in Figure 35 of the Appendix (page 26).
How did you get on? Save your workflow as pract2_3.xml, and then Run it. In our example, below,
we have chosen normexam as our response and the predictors standlrt and avslrt:

1

Conventionally, i (perhaps an abbreviation of index, iteration, or integer) is used as the default counter in a
control structure such as this, but you can change it to whatever name you like (although some care is needed
if names have been used elsewhere).
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Figure 4

Here we see that both of the predictor variables we chose appear to have a positive relationship
with the response (normexam), with avslrt plotted as discrete bands of points as this variable is
constant for each school in our two level dataset.

2.4 Univariable models – creating an intercept
So we’ve started to visually investigate relationships in these plots and, as well as perhaps giving the
user the option of different plot types (or of different settings for the plots we’ve used) we might
want to allow them to explore cross-tabulations, or to examine the effect of transforming variables
on their plotted distributions and relationships, and so on. We don’t have time to explore all these
options in this short example, other than to acknowledge they’re all viable choices at this stage of an
exploratory data analysis (and there may be many more options we have left out too; e.g. what
would you do?) Instead, we’ll jump into some models and run analyses with each predictor in turn,
in what epidemiologists call univariable models. We can use the Regression1 template that we used
in the first practical. You will recall that it requires an intercept to be explicitly added as a constant in
the list of predictors, and so as before we can generate a constant again, using the Generate
template.
As we found in Practical 1, we will need a few blocks to generate a constant: four for the inputs, one
to run the template, and another to extract the output of interest (the dataset with the new variable
in it). In fact, to help further organise our workflow we can nest these into a grouping block (see the
green block with group description written on it in the Other list on the left-hand side). This block
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helps us to visually structure our workflow (identifying contiguous blocks all concerned with the
same function), can be collapsed for brevity (by right-clicking on the grouping block and selecting
Collapse Block), and allows easy duplication of all the blocks inside it (just by right-clicking the
grouping block and choosing Duplicate), although it can’t be called from elsewhere in the workflow
(unlike procedures, which can; we will investigate these in the next practical).
Here we’ve nested our completed Set Input blocks and a black (run) Template block all inside a
grouping block, together with a Retrieve block. Instead of plugging the Retrieve block straight into a
Select Dataset block, though, we assign it to a variable (which we happen to call modeldata), and
then, outside the grouping block, we plug this into the Select dataset block. As you can see, we have
given the grouping block an appropriate name (“Generate intercept”) to describe the function of the
blocks within.

Figure 5

Here we’ve collapsed the block, helping to simplify what is becoming a busy workflow:

Figure 6
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In fact we can further add grouping blocks around those generating the histogram of the response
variable, and another around our for-do loop, as follows:

Figure 7

Collapsing those blocks effectively shows the workflow at a higher level of information:

Figure 8

To complete the operation we will use a block we haven’t yet investigated, namely the Summary
Statistics block available in the Data Exploration block list. This block will produce summary statistics
for the dataset and we can pull these out for display by adding a Show block for the “table” output,
as shown below. In fact, the Summary Statistics block hard-wires the execution of a template called
SummaryStats, with the inputs that template requires hardwired too (to include all the variables
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contained in the current dataset); i.e. the same effect could be achieved by using Set input and
Template blocks, as we’ve done previously.

Figure 9

Running the workflow should still produce plots and finally the summary table thus (for tutorial):

Figure 10

You will see that this has allowed us to confirm that we indeed have a new column labelled intercept
in the dataset we’ve selected, and so the workflow operated as anticipated. You may also notice that
the Summary Statistics block (via the SummaryStats template) produces a table with some rows
which are better suited to an MCMC chain (such as the ESS (effective sample size) and BD (BrooksDraper) diagnostics), so might be something to change in future lest one confuses the user. The
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display precision may also benefit from adjustment too (too many decimal places may be distracting
to the user when they are trying to quickly survey the data for patterns).
Save your workflow as prac2_4.xml.

2.5 Univariable Models – running the models
We will next perform the actual model fitting by looping through the list of predictors. Note, in this
short example, we are assuming that all predictors will be treated as continuous rather than
categorical variables and thus be included in the model in their current form rather than as a series
of dummy variables. Recall that in the first practical we fitted a regression model and so many of the
input blocks will be the same as we used there. To begin we will take the current workflow and add a
grouping block which we will label as “univariate model fitting” thus:

Figure 11

We will now need to loop over the predictors and so we will add a for-do loop block inside the
grouping block and begin filling in the inputs required for a regression as shown below:
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Figure 12

These inputs are just a reiteration of what we chose in the last practical for this template, although
we need to add the y and x variables. For y we simply choose the resp variable nominated (by the
user) earlier in the workflow but for x we need to introduce a new block, namely the create list block
(available from the Lists menu to the left). We will use this block to create a list of names for the x
variables. Here you can reduce the number of items that the create list block expects by clicking on
the blue button in the create list block and dragging out one of the items from within the block as
illustrated below:
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Figure 13

You’ll see we are creating a list that includes the variable intercept and whatever is the current
predictor (as indexed by i) as we loop through the list. We next need to add the template block and
we will also add a Show block for the ModelResults thus:

Figure 14

If we now save this workflow as prac2_5.xml we can then run it. Note we will be fitting an MCMC
model for each predictor so it may take a while to run. Below are the last outputs for the tutorial
dataset with response normexam and predictors standlrt and girl.
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Figure 15

Here we see the results for a model with just girl as the predictor (normexam is the response
variable), and higher up were the results for a model with standlrt as the sole predictor instead. By
viewing the beta_1 parameters in the model fit with girl we can see that the mean estimate of its
effect is far larger than its standard deviation (sd) and so there is a significant effect of gender on
exam score.

2.6 Interrogating the outputs
It would be good to automate this description (of significance) or even simply to construct a table
from the model results that includes the significance of the predictors. Looking down the list of
outputted objects (e.g. via the pull-down list in the penultimate block of the workflow output
window), we can see that the model parameter estimates are also returned as a .dta file, with the
name modelparameters.dta, and so we can work with this dataset.
To do this we can add to the workflow within the for-do loop:
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Figure 16

Here we’ve included another Retrieve statement, this time to pluck out the modelparameters.dta
dataset.
We will next append an additional column to this dataset that contains the ratio of the mean
estimate to its standard deviation which we will give the name zscore (since, for the fixed
parameters, this will have an approximate normal distribution). To do this we will use the Calculate
template which adds a variable to the working dataset based on an expression defined by the user.2
Going back to TREE (or opening it, if it is closed), your last execution may still be the model run via
the Regression1 template, but if not you can run one (the specifics of the model you fit don’t matter
so much here, we’re just running one to demonstrate use of the Calculate template in postprocessing the results). Having run a model, change the working dataset to modelparameters.dta,
and the template to Calculate. You’ll see from the template description that the expression it
evaluates is based on numexpr syntax. numexpr is a Python package “for the fast evaluation of array
expressions elementwise” – there’s a hyperlink in the template description which takes you to a
supporting website describing the operators and functions it supports. We need to ensure that the zscore is positive, so can use the abs function to return the absolute value of the expression mean/sd
(dividing the columns of interest from our selected dataset); our whole expression therefore is
abs(mean/sd). The screenshot below shows our inputs, and also the outputted dataset (which we’ve
chosen to call zscore_table) in the results pane at the bottom:

2

NB: there is also an in-built Calculate block in the workflow system which simply calls the Calculate template,
although it currently outputs a dataset with the name a which is perhaps a little opaque for the user, so here
we use the template directly instead.
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Figure 17

So let’s now convert this into workflow blocks:

Figure 18

Press Run to check we’ve set this up correctly. Does the output make sense? In our example we
chose standlrt, girl as our predictor variables; once it had been running for a few seconds it strangely
asked us to nominate our Response and Explanatory variables for the Regression1 template –
behaviour we weren’t expecting:
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Figure 19

So it’s behaving as if it doesn’t have the inputs it needs to run the Regression1 template (hence it’s
asking the user for them). Let’s look back at the workflow; can you work out what might have
happened?

Figure 20

Inspecting our workflow indicates that before the group of univariate model fitting blocks start, we
select our working dataset (modeldata): this is the dataset from which the inputs for the Regression1
template are to be drawn. However, within the model-fitting loop we change the working dataset
away from this one, and instead select one of the datasets outputted by the Regression1 template,
modelparameters.dta, as the working dataset to use when calculating the z-scores. When the loop
starts over with the second predictor variable, then (assuming the user has chosen >1 predictor), the
working dataset is modelparameters.dta, which has a whole different set of columns from the one
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our inputs (as written by us) within the loop are expecting. Looking back at the workflow outputs
tab, this makes sense: it’s asking us to choose variables for the Response and Explanatory variables
which are from the outputted modelparameters.dta dataset, and further up we can see that it has
actually fitted one model successfully: when it first passed through the loop; the problems began
when it swept through for a second time.
Let’s remedy this by moving the Select dataset: modeldata blocks so that they appear within the
loop. That way, the working dataset will be changed to the one the Regression1 template inputs are
expecting each time the loop begins again:

Figure 21

Pressing Run this time results in the workflow working as anticipated, as the end of the outputs
window indicates:
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Figure 22

As all our ‘univariable’ models are just fitting the intercept and one predictor during each run
through the loop, then we know that the important number in the table indicating whether we have
a significant predictor is in row 3 of the last column. We can interrogate individual entries in a table
by extracting them into variables. We will do this here as indicated in the bottom of the workflow
below:

Figure 23
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So here we’ve defined an item called zscore as comprising the value of whatever is in row 3 of the
column headed “zscore” of the table we constructed with the z-scores in it (zscore_table).3
We now want to make some form of decision based on the value of our zscore item and for the
purposes of this example we will do something simple, namely indicate in the output that the
predictor is significant if the zscore is greater than 1.96. We can do this by using some further new
blocks – an if block that is available from the Control block list, a light blue comparison block
available from the Logic block list and Comment blocks available from the Output block list.
We will begin by simply grabbing the three blocks and arranging thus:

Figure 24

By default, the if-do block can do something if the if statement is evaluated as true, but it isn’t giving
us the opportunity to state what we wish to happen if the if statement is evaluated as false.
However, we can modify the block to suit our requirements by clicking on the blue symbol on the if
block to expose structural changes one can make thus:

3

NB: the blue block is retrieved from the Math block list, and the Extract block is from the Other block list.
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Figure 25

If you drag the else into the if then we can add an alternative if the condition tested is evaluated as
false:

Figure 26

As you do so you can see the if-do block turning into an if-do-else block. Clicking on the blue symbol
will return control to the main workflow and now we can fill in the gaps in the blocks. Firstly we need
to define our conditional statement as zscore > 1.96 by using an appropriate combination of blocks,
and then instruct the if-do-else block what to do when it returns ‘true’, and what to do when it
returns ‘false’. The Comment blocks are simply used to send a string to the output. We could use
these to simply say this variable is significant or not depending on the result of the evaluated
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expression, but it’s helpful to the user if we include the predictor’s name as well; to do this we can
use the create text block to create a text string that contains the current predictor name used in this
iteration of the loop (remember to include a space at the end of “…variable ” and the start of “ does
not…”):

Figure 27

If we save this workflow as prac2_6.xml and then run it we can see it in action. Here again I am using
the tutorial dataset with response normexam and predictors standlrt and girl:

Figure 28
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So here we see the textual output indicating that girl has a significant effect on normexam. We can
use the if-do block to perform more advanced operations like running different templates depending
on the result of the evaluated statement, and we can also nest if statements to create more complex
structures too.
You should now hopefully have an idea of how, through conditional blocks and comment blocks, we
can produce a system that can give feedback and take the user through the workflow in different
ways.

2.7 Templates that do their own interrogation
We will finish this practical by introducing a couple of templates that have some built-in
interrogation of their outputs. Firstly we will replace the Histogram template that we used towards
the start of our workflow with a template by the name of Histskew which gives textual feedback
about the shape of the variable.
In addition, whilst we haven’t greatly dwelt on the fact that we are fitting our model using MCMC
estimation, we can pay our choice of method a little more attention here by checking whether we
have run our MCMC chains for long enough. Indeed, we have created a template called
MCMCExplanation which aims to do precisely that.

2.8 Checking for skewness
Let’s begin by replacing the current Histogram template in the workflow. If we continue from the
workflow as stands we will need to Expand the block entitled response histogram (to make life
easier we can also Collapse the univariate model fitting block). The workflow will then look as
follows:

Figure 29

The Histskew template actually has the same inputs as the Histogram template, so we only need to
change the name in the Template block and then add the additional outputs as follows:
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Figure 30

Of course, we could have discovered the names of the outputs we required by running the Histskew
template in TREE, but for brevity we’ve done that for you. We’ve also detached (but not deleted) the
section of workflow downstream of the response histogram group of blocks; this is simply so our
outputs of interest are returned more quickly without having to first wait for all the models to fit.
Running this workflow we see the following outputs:

Figure 31
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So the Histskew template simply works out the skewness of the column of numbers (given in the
table along with its significance) and based on this statistic provides a textual output providing some
(hopefully appropriate) information about the distribution. We could use this in a statistical analysis
assistant to potentially suggest fitting a transformed response variable to make normality of the
residuals more likely if the data are very skewed (whilst remembering it is the residuals not the
response that is assumed normally distributed; see an example template referred to in Section 2.10
which performs some transformations).
Attach the latter part of the workflow back onto the former part of it, and save it as prac2_8.xml
before continuing.

2.9 MCMC Explanation template
We will next add some extra blocks to the univariate model fitting group of blocks and so let’s
expand this group, and collapse the response histogram group. To provide feedback on the MCMC
chains, we need to select them from amongst the output of the Regression1 template and then feed
them into an appropriate operation. The Regression1 template produces an output object called
modelchains. To illustrate its structure we’ve selected it from the pull-down list of outputs after
running the workflow in the screenshot below:

Figure 32

As you can see, there is a column for each parameter, with rows corresponding to the value at each
iteration of each chain (chains 2 and 3 appear further down), so here we have our chains.
We will add some MCMC explanations after the model fit, so let’s insert some blocks under the
Show: ModelResults block, changing our working dataset to modelchains. We will run the template
MCMCExplanation which requires one input only (incol), namely an MCMC chain. The output we are
interested in is called mcmctext:
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Figure 33

So here we have changed the dataset (to modelchains) and then repeated three steps of setting the
incol input, running the MCMCExplanation template and showing the resulting object of interest
(mcmctext). We do this for the intercept (beta_0) the slope (beta_1) and the residual variance
(sigma2; as an exercise, perhaps at the end of the practical, you may like to try converting this to a
loop). Save this workflow as prac2_9.xml.
If we Run it you will see it creates lots of output, including the mcmctext object we have just added,
e.g.:

Figure 34
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Within this template we have written code to interrogate the chains that come out of the MCMC
algorithm, and have used the results to tailor output in the style of a short report. The hard work’s
done in the template here, and this is an alternative to coding such interrogations within a workflow,
albeit one which is somewhat less transparent as the user would need to go into the template code
if they wished to change what is written, or query the algorithms. We might also like to allow the
user to decide whether to run the chain for longer based on the diagnostics, and so this would
require interaction within the workflow.

2.10 Other workflows and templates to explore
In this practical we’ve briefly touched on some of the things a user may wish to do if planning to
conduct linear regression with their data. We explored a very constrained number of options: e.g.
we plotted a histogram, but of course a user may wish to inspect a variable’s distribution via a
different sort of plot, such as a densityplot, or even a box-and-whisker plot (or maybe all three), and
they may wish to have more control over plot settings for each of these too; i.e. even when
considering the visual inspection of a univariable distribution we can, of course, think of a number of
blocks, templates, and inputs our workflow could incorporate. We also noted earlier that the user
might be interested in exploring bivariate distributions via alternative means too, such as via crosstabulations, etc. To this end, you may be interested in a draft workflow, called
EDA_for_linear_regression.xml (EDA standing for exploratory data analysis), which produces a
slightly wider variety of plots and tables for a continuous response variable, and continuous or
categorical predictor variables. You can give it a go by loading it via the Examples button at the top
of the workflow screen.
As well as expanding the number of methods via which users can explore their data, having a degree
of interactivity might be helpful too: perhaps the user immediately sees the number of bins they
have chosen (or have been chosen for them in default settings) in the histogram is not the best
choice, and would like to immediately change it in situ, or to click on the plot to identify an outlying
point: functionality which is not currently realised in the workflow system.
We’ve also produced a draft template called Transformation which you may be interested in looking
at. This is somewhat like the MCMCExplanation template you used above, in that it produces a
textual output describing to the user how it has performed the requested transformations, along
with tables and graphs which compare, for example, the original variable to a log- and square-roottransformation. This isn’t currently used in one of the example workflows, but you can use it via
TREE.

2.11 What have we covered?
In this practical we have made a tentative start to building a ‘statistical analysis assistant’, in doing so
encountering some new functionality, such as:







grouping blocks;
control structures, such as if-do blocks;
modifying the functionality of blocks (e.g. changing if-do to if-do-else);
selecting elements from tables;
returning textual output from a workflow;
investigating templates which have their own textual outputs.

In the third practical we will return to teaching-focussed examples and show how we are updating
the LEMMA training materials to be used within a workflow format.
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2.12 Appendix
From Section 2.3, here’s how we set-up our loop plotting the response against each of the predictors
in turn:

Figure 35

So for each predictor variable in preds, the four blocks in the “do” section of the for-do block will be
run. The first block assigns the user-nominated variable response as the variable to be plotted on the
y-axis, whilst the second block sets the variable currently indexed in our list of predictors (preds) as
the variable to be the plotted on the x-axis. Finally, the XYPlot template is run (with these two
inputs), and the output object of interest is plotted.
Save this workflow as prac2_3.xml.
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